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Abstract  
 
Introduction: Due to the lack of a clear definition, the word holism has become a vague and 
inexplicit concept open for uncertain interpretations. In view of the increasing interest in holistic 
medicine and holistic healthcare solutions, as well as the frequent labelling of non-reductive 
research models as holistic, a more specific definition of holism is essential to enable a 
structured foundation of the concept.   
Method: In order to reach a more explicit definition of the word holism, an integrative literature 
review methodology was utilised to critically analyse J.C. Smuts original theory of holism as 
presented in his book ‘Holism and Evolution’.   
Result: The results point to a diverted theory with one part presenting an advanced view of the 
physicality of reality, while the second part lacks a logical foundation.  
Conclusion: In line with current biological systems theories and neurological research, a new 
definition of holism is suggested, taking into consideration the element of evolution through a 
mainly intrinsic process, with an emphasis on individual abilities of self-maintenance and 
resilience towards the impact of psychosocial stressors.  
 
Keywords: Holism, Smuts, evolution, wholes, fields, space-time  
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Introduction 
 
 
“Quantum holism is different from the sort of holism that Cartesian philosophy of 
physics admits.”    
Michael Esfeld [1]  
 
The increasing popularity of the word holism, and its derivate holistic, indicates a general striving 
in a rising number of scientific fields to reduce the influence of reductive research models and 
replace them with non-linear systems-based structures. A perspective defined as holistic can 
comprise all levels, from cell interaction to placing living beings in a universal theory of reality, as 
each step creates a wider picture of a complex system.  Commonly holism is equated with a 
non-reductive approach [2,3], but this definition is too vague and leaves the field open for 
uncertain interpretations, resulting in a loss of meaning [4–9]. With current usage, the word 
holism seems to have become a floating signifier, lacking reflection of the original definition of 
the word [5,6,8,10]. As an indication of the phenomenon, the 200 first articles identified by a 
search on Google Scholar for ‘definition holism’ since 2012, represented 36 different scholarly 
areas using the word holism to describe their research. Quantum holism, holistic ecology, 
holistic engineering, holistic biology, linguistic holism, management holism and holistic medicine 
are some examples of the word holism indicating more complex scientific models. In order to 
reach a more explicit definition a critical analysis was made of Jan Christian Smuts’ theory of 
holism from 1926 [11]. The theory was chosen as the original theory presenting holism and its 
expanded concepts relating to physics are still not falsified.  
 
Methodology 
This paper reports an integrative literature review (ILR) [12]. The methodology is considered  
appropriate for acquiring an overview over large amounts of data as well as creating a further 
understanding of an emerging topic, investigating contradictory evidence and bridging research 
from different fields [13]. Additionally, by combining existing concepts with new ideas, the ILR 
methodology enables the identification of gaps in research [14,15].  
In keeping with Cronin et al.’s. prediction of the complexity involved in evaluating non-reviewed 
publications [16], Smuts’ presentation of his theory in ‘Holism and Evolution’ was not easy to 
approach. Smuts introduces a large number of new concepts, however, the explanations of 
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these concepts are presented in a scattering throughout the book, rather than in a structured 
manner with separate chapters to explain each concept and show the development of his ideas. 
Iterative analysis was used to identify and organise significant quotes from different chapters of 
Smuts’ book into themes, which were subsequently organised into categories. This methodology 
is comparable with a qualitative content analysis [17–19].  The development of an initial thematic 
framework was thus based on immersion in Smuts’ work and as an interpretive approach was 
continually revised as new themes emerged from the text [20].  
From an initial reading, categories were constructed to cover the theory: 
 Holism,  
 Wholes,  
 The theory of fields,  
 The concept of time,  
 Matter,  
 Evolution,  
 Mechanism or reductionism vs holism,  
 Mind in the concept of holism,  
 Personality as a whole,  
 External vs internal reality and intrinsic evolution.  
However, during analysis of the four last chapters, multiple contradictions in the theory was 
striking and demanded two more categories:   
 Contradictory and unclear parts of the theory  
 Hierarchical view of reality (and its implication on the perception of reality).  
Quotes from different chapters in the book were then placed adjacent under each category and 
the main words from each quote extracted and divided in accordance with Smuts’ description of 
the subject. The final step was to construct the essence of each category into the conclusions 
presented in the article. This method also made it possible to identify contradictory statements.  
 
 
A short biography of Smuts 
To understand why the theory was so sprawling a more holistic approach was taken, including 
Smuts himself in the analysis, in line with his own opinion on analysing literature [21]. An 
extensive literature search for articles concerning Smuts’ political, philosophical and scientific 
work was conducted in several databases and personal data were integrated into the analysis. 
Taking Smuts’ own history into account made it possible to better understand the alternation in 
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his theory between a rare height of intellectual insight on one side and what can only be 
described as a narrowminded position on the other. This step was key to get a better 
comprehension of the contradictions in the theory. 
 
Smuts (1870 – 1950) was born on a farm in South Africa. As a student he showed an 
extraordinary ability for academic work and through a scholarship studied law at Cambridge, 
becoming one of the most distinguished students ever to have graduated [22,23]. Further 
academic recognition included an appointment as President of the British Association for the 
Advancement of Science and an honorary Doctorate [D.Sc.] from London University in 1931 
[24]. At the end of his life Smuts was also appointed Chancellor of Cambridge. Smuts always 
held a strong interest in science and continuously read scientific books and journals, and was 
accepted as an authority in botanical research of grasses in South Africa [25,26]. However, 
Smuts is probably best-known for his work in the political field, serving as Prime Minister of 
South Africa between 1919 - 1924 and 1939 – 1948, as well as being a member of the Imperial 
War Cabinet of the British Commonwealth during the first and second world war [25]. Although 
Smuts viewed himself as a humanist, his political decisions, speeches and letters present a 
picture of a man holding tight to the values of white, European and Christian supremacy 
[22,23,25–27]. As will be shown, Smuts’ cultural values were reflected in his theory and may 
offer some explanation for his contradictory reasoning when presenting the evolutionary 
development of mind and personality.  
 
Analysis of Smuts’ theory of holism  
Smuts aim with ‘Holism and Evolution’ was “to make a modest contribution towards the reform of 
the fundamental concepts of matter, life and mind” by transforming the mechanical view of 
matter as something passive or inert with definite contours into a dynamic concept included in a 
creative evolutionary process [11].  
 
The book sold well enough to demand a second edition within a year and became part of the 
ongoing discussions initiated by Darwin’s publication of his theory of evolution [28,29]. According 
to Brush, ‘Holism and Evolution’ was not well reviewed by the academic journals which might 
have been due to its critique of the dominant reductive system of science [29]. In his review 
Morgan pinpoints a weakness in the theory highlighting Smuts’ conclusion as failing to find 
adequate arguments to explain how mindless forms of life like atoms and molecules, living cells, 
plants and animal embryos are supposed to develop into wholes with mental faculties [28]. He 
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also compares Smuts theory with those of esteemed philosopher Henri Bergson and points to 
Smuts’ apparent rejection of the foundation of Bergson’s theory although reaching similar 
conclusions [29]. Available reviews as well as Smuts’ supplementary articles in Nature from 
1931 indicates that also the merging of science and philosophy was a main topic of discussion 
[30,31].  
In his criticism of holism Popper points to the vagueness of the statement that the whole is more 
than the sum of its parts and condemns the holistic approach of social scientists as being 
utopian and totalitarian, as well as incompatible with a scientific attitude. However, his opinion is 
based on the interpretation of holism made by the scientists and not on a genuine analysis of 
Smuts’ writings [32]. Contemporary reviews of Smuts’ theory either ignore the contradictions in 
the final chapters, or criticise it for being a stillborn theory [9,10]. The main impression is that 
Smuts was too far ahead of his time and the concept of wholes did not become a part of science 
until Bertalanffy developed the General Systems Theory [33].  
 
Defining holism  
The concept of holism, as presented by Smuts in his theory, is described as “the ultimate 
principle of the universe”, holism being “the operative factor in the evolution of wholes” extending 
from molecules to humans and including organic as well as inorganic structures [11].  
The word holism, coined by Smuts from the Greek word όλος (whole), describes the inner action 
of all organisms striving towards transforming passivity into reaction. Through a rising series of 
coordinating and regulating activities organisms transcend their former structures and reform on 
a higher level of evolutionary development. In other words, the term holism is equivalent to an 
inbuilt drive to continue the evolutionary development towards more advanced states, thus 
creating an increased ability to manage disturbances in the struggles of life.  
 
Creation is described as the driving force behind evolution, and self-creativity the main process 
behind the transcending progress. Parts transcend themselves by the drive of holism into ever 
more highly organised wholes with an extended capacity for co-operation and unity. Mechanistic 
explanations of reality can never describe the process, as every whole is a free and self-
determining agent in its own active and creative process towards achieving higher levels of 
wholeness. External stresses or stimulants are processed by individual internal reactions and 
the result is determined by the stage of the whole in its evolutionary development [11].  
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What constitutes a whole? 
A main critique of Smuts’ presentation is the lack of structure in the text. Although the concept of 
wholes is fundamental to the theory, his varied explanations make it difficult to grasp. According 
to Smuts, the development of wholes is the fundamental nature of reality, constituting a basic 
tendency of the universe. All wholes are self-creative striving towards greater complexity. The 
further the evolutionary development of a whole has reached the greater the capacity for 
independence, ability for self-regulation and self-maintenance are developed. The concept 
describes a natural progress where the successive phases telescope into each other in such a 
way that it is hard to discover where one phase ends and the other begins. The description of 
wholes is in accordance with the biological term emergence, in general referred to as an 
evolutionary development of whole, complex systems [34–36].  
Smuts characterised a whole as containing following properties:  
 Individuality   
Each organism or organic structure is an individual whole with unique identity and 
orientation striving toward a more complete wholeness.  
 Governed by a mainly intrinsic process   
The influence of the environment is only indirect, as the unique character of each whole 
transforms a similar stressor or disturbance in its own way. Individual levels of attention, 
ability for selection, willingness to strive against an imposing stimulus and the power of 
self-regulation and self-maintenance, all parts of individual characters, are factors 
determining the outcome. 
 Marking the timeline of evolution 
The self-regulating character of each whole makes the level of plasticity in adjusting and 
coordinating to stressful situations a marker of its general level of evolutionary 
development.  
 Transcending the parts  
The individual capacity for creative solutions transcends the parts and explains why 
wholes are more than the sum of their parts. Due to a fundamentally unstable 
equilibrium in nature, instability caused by external impacts will influence all parts and 
require readjustments of all included elements thus transforming the wholeness. In this 
two-way system, “the whole is in the parts and the parts are in the whole”, with the 
synthesis reflecting the whole [6].  
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Matter and evolution 
Smuts opposes the mechanistic view of matter, due to its lack of the creative plasticity seen in 
nature [11]. He points to the ontological corner scientists have painted themselves into by 
accepting Darwin’s natural selection, but still denying the flexibility of nature. Without flexibility, 
the only way to explain evolution is by pure chance in the form of random mutations. According 
to Smuts, only holism can explain the creative self-regulating character of the whole, with 
different levels of adaptability towards disturbances exposed to by the environment.  
According to the mechanical view of reality, evolutionary steps are due to an inherent potential 
that “presupposes that the real creative work is already done, and that the slow finishing touches 
alone remain to be put on” [11]. A creative evolution is instead based on the internalisation of 
external stimuli constituting a transformation and resulting in “new quality elements” conditional 
to individual experiences [11,27]. Smuts gives as an example a research experiment by Pavlov 
where an electric bell rang while white mice were given food. The process had to be repeated 
300 times before a firm association was built up for the first generation. Only 150 times were 
needed to form the connection for the second generation, which decreased to 30 when the third 
generation was tested. What Smuts tries to explain is today known as epigenetics, the 
inheritance of behavioral changes that makes the genome dynamic agents of life instead of a 
determining blueprint, thus demonstrating his strength as an observational scientist [37,38].  
 
Matter as structured energy 
 
 “…. the existing scientific concepts cover always only a very limited part of reality, and the other 
part that has not yet been understood is infinite.” 
                         Werner Heisenberg [39] 
 
Smuts’ interest in different scientific fields kept him updated in the development of science, while 
his photographic memory and ability for synthesis [25] gave him the intellectual power to grasp 
areas outside his own specialised fields of politics and botany. It seems that Einstein’s theory of 
relativity struck a chord of recognition and gave him a way to describe his own ideas about 
wholeness. Smuts claims that when quantum physics based on Einstein’s theories are 
transferred to matter the impression of static structures must by necessity be changed. Smuts 
expressed his interpretation of Einstein’s theories of the construction of reality as “Matter is thus 
a structure of energy units revolving with immense velocities in Space-Time, and the various 
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elements arise from the number and arrangement of the units in an atom” [11]. The impression 
of matter as stationary is an illusion, as it instead is intensely active and when Smuts writes 
“Matter itself is nothing but controlled structural energy, energy stereotyped into structure” he is 
explaining Einstein’s formula E=mc2 [11].  
 
According to Smuts, matter is a mass of active pulsating energies equivalent to the activities of 
quantum particles or waves, a hypothesis similar to Esfelds’ proposition of ‘quantum holism’ [40]. 
As modern quantum science can still not be transferred to the realm of organic matter, this 
hypothesis cannot yet be verified. If it is verified, it will form one of the pieces needed to 
transform the paradigm of positivistic reductivism into a more complex paradigm based on non-
linear systems.  
 
The concept of fields 
The next step in Smuts’ theory of holism is the introduction of fields, extending the active energy 
system of matter beyond the physical structure of all organisms. The perceivable part of matter 
is described as a narrow observable part and radiating outwards from it is “the dark ‘field’ which 
is formed by the activities and properties of the thing beyond its sensible focal centre” [11]. 
According to Smuts, these invisible “Fields of force” contains all experiences of each individual 
organism and strives towards its continuous evolutionary development. To limit organisms to 
their physical structures is a distortion of their real character that “has to be rid of at all costs” 
[11]. The concept of individual fields of energy contained within space-time, re-evaluates matter 
from a finite static structure to instead become a dynamic part of the field made visible by 
controlled structural energy. From the limited material dimension, it depicts the nature of reality 
as invisible fields surrounding the small part of perceivable matter. Enveloped in the field is the 
wholeness of time for each organism, representing the past, present and to a smaller extent the 
future.   
When the full extent of time is viewed as part of the wholeness, the powerful influence of past 
experiences becomes significant. The voice of the subconscious part might not speak, “but it 
votes, and its silent voice is often decisive”, thus integrating memories from the past with actions 
of the present [11].  
In quantum physics, it has turned out that not only is the introduction of fields necessary to 
explain the fundamental laws of nature for particles, but that the field is the primary source and 
not the particles in themselves [40,41]. This must be compared with Smuts’ statement that “It is 
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in these fields and these fields only that things really happen” [11]. In his Nobel acceptance 
speech in physics, presenting the findings behind the accelerating expansion of the Universe, 
Adam Reiss points to three possible explanations, one of them being a field with dynamical dark 
energy pervading space [42]. Dark matter is also explained as an invisible field, but as science is 
only starting to explore the phenomena no conclusions can yet be made [43]. The development 
in physics might in due time verify that Smuts did perceive a reality few others could grasp at 
that time.  
  
Time and Space-Time  
Smuts refers to Minkowski’s original idea presented in 1908 introducing time as a new 
dimension, thus combining space and time into space-time, which Einstein continued to develop 
into the General theory of relativity presented in 1915. The theory clarifies that both space and 
time are relative and depend on both the position of the observer and the speed of the object, as 
neither exist independently of the other. Smuts stresses the fusion of space and time into one 
synthesis as a highly important achievement for science as well as philosophy. In this way, 
space-time will become a part of physical reality and explains the field as a definite structure of 
its own, integrating time with the spatial conception of the perceivable world. In line with Smuts’ 
explanation of how the theory of relativity must change the general philosophical view, Crotty 
describes the epistemological and ontological change inflicted by the uncertainty principle of 
quantum physics, changing the positivistic fact of verification by observation into theories 
relaying on “mere heuristic and explanatory devices” concerning particles and fields [44]. 
According to Smuts’ theory the in-cooperation of space-time as a part of reality implies that all 
organisms have the totality of time, including their own evolutionary development, as a part of 
the framework in their individual fields. In this way, the field becomes an active part of matter 
coordinating the activities for the evolutionary development of each individual whole.  
 
Mind as a new field 
Smuts’ presentation of his theory in the earlier chapters of his book describes the evolutionary 
process as rising series of continuing development of wholes, from atoms to cells and further on 
to cooperating cells in higher developed organic structures, but in the explanation of mind he 
diverges from a single line continuation and instead presents two roots:  
1. A continuation of the system of organic regulation.  
2. A new whole imposing a fresh start toward individuality. 
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Smuts struggles with the mind and never manages to achieve a reasonable explanation. These 
contradictions point to weak spots in the theory. As the physiological aspects of organic 
regulations “surpasses anything our ingenuity can understand or encompass”, while the mind is 
described as a new and still not totally successful experiment of the universe, Smuts’ conclusion 
is that the mind is a fresh start instead of a direct continuation and development of the organic 
regulations [11]. He describes the mind as a “new kind of structure of the immaterial or spiritual 
kind, and so also is its field”, but contradicts himself with the explanation “as the brain is merely 
a development of the nervous system, so the Mind is nothing but a development of prior organic 
regulation” [11]. The description of the origin of mind following an evolutionary continuation of 
organic development is clear and in accordance with the theory. The first step being an inward 
attention towards a sense of discomfort due to a disturbance of equilibrium, followed by the 
ability to remove the strain which creates a sense of ease. The rise of an evolving 
consciousness forms the first steps in the creation of mind and exists as a double aspect with 
both an inner awareness of strain and an outward-facing assimilation of external objects. Smuts 
writes that the formulation for mental experiences is “The Subject – conscious of – an object”, 
thus splitting up experiences in a duality [11].  
 
 
The breaking point  
The process of evolution moves from organic mass systems towards higher levels of 
individuation and Smuts ascribes the human level as a new departure from the old regular 
building of structures, due to the introduction of the mental ability for individual perceptions of 
reality. This forms the breaking point in the theory where Smuts is forced to introduce, what he in 
fact despises as it is not based on reason, a “deus ex machina” or the plot device that will 
suddenly solve an unsolvable problem, to save his line of arguments following the second 
suggested root of mind. He is not introducing a new concept like entelechy, vital force or the 
interception of God, which is the usual meaning of the expression. Instead the foundation off the 
new whole is left unanswered until the last chapters where the origin is briefly explained as a 
“new mutation or series of mutations” [11]. Smuts criticises scientists explaining evolution by 
random mutations as it denies the creative action of nature in the process, but now he uses the 
same explanation himself. To be unable to explain the origin of what Smuts describes as the 
most advanced step in evolution, so advanced that it only involves humanity, indicates a 
probable flaw in the theory. 
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Alternatively, to follow the more trustworthy line of an organic evolution slowly developing into 
higher organisms with individual consciousness and unique minds leaves no option other than 
the acceptance of an evolved system of mind in all developed species of animals. This will 
dethrone humanity from a singular position in evolution and Smuts was either not ready to take 
this step or could not perceive where the logical conclusion of his own theory would lead. To 
make the leap solves the problem with having two different origins for the mind, which is not in 
accordance with the theory in general.  
 
 
Personality 
The lack of a logical continuity is reinforced when he presents personality as the last and most 
advanced step in evolution. The description of yet another new whole, with the same weakness 
in explaining the source as the second root of mind, makes the contradictions so strong that by 
now it is impossible to accept this part of the theory as reasonable. Smuts might have seen the 
weakness, describing the personality as a mystery, but he still continues along the same track to 
be able to place personality as a unique human mental and spiritual quality. The contradictions 
also continue, and personality is in one place described as “a new structure built on the prior 
structures of matter, life and mind”, coming closer to a biological view on evolution with a 
bottom-up perspective, while on the next page he writes that it “marks a new and fundamental 
departure in the evolution of the universe” [11].   
Still, Smuts’ undoubted strength in synthesising parts into wholeness continues to bring 
advanced and interesting views on both the psychological system of humanity and views of 
reality, forming the double aspects of the theory. Although in the main, psychologists adhered to 
the reductive model of science as a way to become scientifically accepted, both Adler’s 
Individual psychology and Perl’s Gestalt therapy refer to Smuts’ holism as one source for their 
ideas [45].  Adler became so impressed by ‘Holism and Evolution’, that he recommended his 
students to read the book and initiated a German translation of it [46]. His concept of integrating 
the wholeness of the patient’s psychosocial environment in the treatment resonate to an extent 
with Smuts description of holism. When Fritz and Laura Perl lived in South Africa during the 
second world war they were introduced to ‘Holism and Evolution’ and Smuts’ holism is 
accounted as one important source for Gestalt therapy’s view of the individual as a whole 
including mind, thoughts and imagination as well as body and movements [45,47]. 
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A hierarchical view on personality  
It is open to question as to why Smuts deemed it necessary to depart from his former description 
of a systematic continuation of organic development. The answer appears to lie in the concept of 
humanity holding a place above all other species in the universe. The following quote describes 
the heart of the matter: 
“As Nature finally learns to read herself with the human eyes which are her own, so 
through the human Self which is the highest and best it has yet come to, Holism may gaze back 
to its beginnings and scrutinise what would otherwise be dark and unintelligible for ever.” [11] 
Smuts’ hierarchical view of reality begins to unfold in the chapter presenting mind and when he 
later presents personality, it becomes consistent. The field of personality, systematically 
described as a ‘human personality’, is denied to all other species. The former states of organic 
evolutionary development are described as having a dominant mechanistic aspect, and for this 
reason individual differences between animals or plants “are generally considered negligible, 
and one individual is for purposes of scientific treatment as a rule the same as any other 
individual” [11].  
Smuts asks how the field of a material body can interact with the immaterial or spiritual kind of 
field constituting the mind, and finds it inconceivable, as they are of such different qualities. Later 
he contradicts himself by stating that a “disembodied Mind and disminded Body are both 
impossible concepts” [11]. The contradictions continue when he presents the second new field 
representing personality “built on the prior structures of matter, life and mind”, being both 
spiritual and organic at the same time [11].  
He states that from a biological view personality is simply the highest level of an ascending 
series of developments and not a unique and new part of evolution that raises it “infinitely above 
the merely animal phases”, accomplishing a transformation of the whole universe by the act [11]. 
As the existence of fields in developed organisms is still not validated by science, Smuts’ belief 
of fields having different qualities is not based on facts. Instead it is based on old philosophical 
and religious concepts dating from Greek philosophy and Christian doctrines [48]. 
To enable humanity to become the master not only over animals but also nature, in line with the 
strong paradigm of western society based on Christian values and reinforced by the rational 
Enlightenment period and Cartesian dualism, Smuts had to exclude the field of personality from 
all other species [27,39,49,50]. Smuts’ belief in humanity as the superior species in the universe 
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underpins his definition of personality and higher states of mind as solely human fields. The 
creation of metaphysical anthropocentric theories, legitimating the illusion of a central position 
for humanity in the universe, belongs to earlier scientific ideals in fashion before the 1900s [50].  
In view of knowledge arising from modern science in astrophysics, the medieval thought of 
humanity being the centre of universal creation seems thoroughly outdated, although the 
anthropocentric paradigm is still debated [51,52]. When Crotty states that the world “becomes a 
world of meaning only when meaning-making beings [human species] make sense of it” he 
describes an anthropocentric view [44].  
Smuts’ opinion concerning the necessity of a hierarchical order holds a central position when 
explaining the contradictions in the theory. To understand his reasoning, it is necessary to 
understand his political view. In politics Smuts was mainly aligned with liberal imperialism, but 
also with the belief in the superiority of the progressive white civilizations of Europe through the 
increasing rational perspective of reality [25,26]. Smuts had no objections to giving supreme 
control to one single part of the wholeness, and compared personality to an organised state 
“with its central executive and legislative authority wielding sway over its individual members in 
the interest of the whole” [11]. The explanation for the top-down perspective in the theory of 
holism is based on a political and philosophical rather than a scientific view on reality. Smuts’ 
view does not belong in a scientific presentation and might be the major reason why the theory 
never gained scientific acceptance. 
 
Top-down or bottom-up perspective? 
“My object in this chapter is solely to shew that there is no fundamental difference 
between man and the higher mammals in their mental faculties.” 
      Charles Darwin [53] 
While Smuts on one hand introduce wholes as a fundamental aspect of the universe in 
accordance with space-time and criticises the mechanistic view of scientists, on the other he still 
holds on to the old philosophical roots of the western civilisation in the theory. In accordance 
with Cartesian dualism, bodies are described as mechanistic and only humans have the more 
developed fields of mind and personality, not only because they include higher cognitive abilities, 
but also the spirit. In this case, it is partly Smuts knowledge in philosophy combined with his 
Christian belief that contributes to the problem. He is well versed in philosophy, arguing against 
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other theories of reality in ‘Holism and Evolution’, but at the same time stuck in the old 
perception of body and spirit being two different entities, and for this reason is unable to follow 
the logic of his own theory. If the field is supposed to be not only a major part of organisms, but 
the place where “things really happen”, then the spirit will be equivalent to the field, which is in 
accordance with the theory [11]. The only logical reason for deeming it necessary to introduce 
two new wholes, lacking a reasonable explanation for their foundation, is Smuts’ hierarchical 
perception and his adherence to the religious concept of the spirit as a solely human factor. It is 
not possible for Smuts to perceive reality from the biological point of view, as this would force 
him to either deny the existence of the spirit or accept that all living beings with consciousness 
have personalities and spirits. To combine the evolutionary development of fields with the 
biological point of view leads to a pantheistic view of reality, a totally unacceptable conclusion for 
Smuts [9,25,54]. A second problem for Smuts is that a biological continuation of evolution will 
remove humanity as the dominant species topping the hierarchical ladder. Humanity will instead 
become one species among others, although still with highly developed cognitive abilities. The 
change will form a non-hierarchical view of reality with focus on individual stages of evolutionary 
development.  
Although 90 years have passed since the theory was published, the debate about the difference 
between humans and animals is not settled and continues to be a controversial subject [55,56]. 
According to de Wall and Ferrari the biological view of continuity in the development of anatomy, 
neuroscience and genetics is widely accepted, while the area of cognition continues to be 
debated [55]. More sophisticated trial methods testing cognitive abilities in animals, combined 
with results in social psychology, have contributed to a change of view during the last decade. 
Instead of an anthropomorphic (attributing human characteristics to animals) explanation, as it is 
“not always correct even for humans”, focus is placed on the similarities between humans and 
animals in cognitive solution processes, thereby emphasising the animal-likeness in humans 
[57]. This model implies a continuous evolutionary development or a bottom-up perspective in 
accordance with the biological point of view. It is contradictory to Smuts’ anthropocentric or top-
down perspective. 
To establish a credible foundation for the view of mind and body as one whole organism, and by 
doing so remove the old Cartesian concept of a mind-body duality in a more profound way, it 
seems that the question of the evolutionary development of cognitive aspects must first be 
settled. Is the correct solution concerning evolution an anthropocentric or top down perspective 
or is it instead the view originally described by Darwin, the bottom-up development [35,58,59]? 
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Unfortunately, Smuts’ presentation of the theory rather confirms the old structures instead of 
creating a new and fresh perspective on the matter. It is at the same time a question of following 
a logical continuation through the theory. Smuts states that the beginning of mind is 
consciousness of internal and external strains, followed by a sense of relief when the strain is 
removed. This description of consciousness will include all animals and is according to the 
theory a continuation of the evolutionary steps of organic matter. It is also in line with established 
data concerning simple forms of associated learning based on memory found in all tested 
species, including invertebrates [57]. For this reason, Smuts’ introduction of two radically new 
wholes, a higher state of mind and personality solely in humans, only briefly referring to their 
origins as mutations, is not good enough and jeopardizes the whole theory.  
 
Internal vs external aspects of the personality 
 
“I am my world.” 
                   Ludwig Wittgenstein [60] 
 
The split between logic and illogical conclusions in the theory, and between a description of the 
ultimate aim of evolution as either a self-controlled superior personality or a relaxed, sincere and 
creative individual, reflects the double nature of Smuts [21,22,25]. Hancock, who worked 15 
years before publishing his biography of Smuts, struggled to piece together the different sides of 
him [23]. The personality of Smuts is not easy to grasp and must be seen not as divided into two 
but three parts; the pragmatic calculating politician with a strong hierarchical perception of 
reality, the gifted natural scientist and the spiritual bible reading philosopher looking towards 
Jesus for guidance. In the sections above the gifted natural scientist and politician Smuts has 
dominated, but when analysing his description of the inner qualities of personality it is the 
spiritual philosopher that comes forward.  
 
According to Smuts, not only time but also reality is relative. The following quote describes what 
today is known as the paradigm of constructivism;  
“The world in experience is at the bottom my reading of the world in which I am 
the centre reference, where the system of co-ordinates of measurement is my private 
system; and the space, time and experience which go to the making of it are my space, 
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time and experience. Objectivity and universality are indeed attainable, but only from a 
subjective and individual starting point and centre of reference. Individuation is bound 
up with reality on the psyche plane” (emphases in original) [11].  
The quote can be compared with how Guba explains constructivism  
“One immediate consequence is that I recognize that what I am about to say is 
my own construction, not necessarily an objective (whatever that may be) analysis.” 
[61] 
 
According to Guba the constructivist paradigm describes an ontological position of relative 
realities existing “in the form of multiple mental constructions” [61], but although this matches 
what Smuts wrote 64 years earlier, the theory of holism also claims that the ultimate goal for the 
personality “does not lie outside it but is given inwardly” [11]. A stimulus from the environment 
can only influence indirectly after the organism or individual has internalised it, as it transforms 
during the process. Through evolution, the inner capacity of attention and assimilation combined 
with the choice of reaction “continues to grow in its double inner and outer aspects” and 
“pursues the double task of self-protection and perfection of All” [11].  
What Smuts writes is that the main influence of evolution is not external but internal, as it is 
individual abilities to handle everyday choices that determines the quality of life and forms the 
aim of the whole. Holism is about self-realisation of the whole by evolution. This mirrors closely 
Roger’s theory of how the development of the mature person is based on evaluating inner 
experiences during the life process [62]. To achieve the desired tranquillity, the buzzing of daily 
life must be stilled to let the “small voice of inner life” come forward as this is the way to “learn to 
be yourself with perfect honesty, integrity and sincerity;” [11]. Slowly the selfishness is curbed 
and subdued with other motives, allowing a more complete view of reality to be formed.  
To change the perception of evolution from an external to a mainly internal process will 
accomplish a significant shift that will have profound effect on society if it was accepted. In line 
with constructivism and biological systems theories, it places the determining factors of life on 
our individual abilities to live a sustainable life in balance with both ourselves and our 
surroundings. The level of resilience against external stressors will be determined by the intrinsic 
evolutionary process of each individual whole. In this way, the effort to live a balanced and 
healthy life will become a part of the whole life process.  
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Conclusion: 
The first part of the Theory of Holism, concerning wholes, matter, fields and space-time is in 
view of contemporary science still advanced and constitutes a possibility for explaining the 
reality of nature, but must wait for science to develop further to be validated. The concept of 
fields is today accepted as a probable explanation behind the action of particles with short 
distance gravitational effects in quantum physics [40,41]. For modern physics, including 
astrophysics, Einstein’s theories work well concerning macroscale objects with gravitational 
long-distance effects, but so far science cannot combine the two areas with each other [40]. The 
first step in the theory, accepting matter as structured energy, is in accordance with quantum 
physics and so is the action of fields, while astrophysics is moving towards fields being one 
probable explanation for the 95 percent of the universe consisting of dark energy and dark 
matter. Although, Smuts’ description of fields must be divided into two parts where the possibility 
for the existence of fields has a high probability, while grading fields in accordance with a 
hierarchical perception of evolution has a lower credibility. Smuts’ suggestion concerning three 
different wholes representing the body, cognitive abilities of mind and individual personality can 
be debated as it is based on his anthropocentric view.  
The second part of the theory of holism, describing the evolution of the more advanced states of 
mind and personality, consists of too many contradictions and does not follow the logical 
assumptions presented earlier in the theory. For this reason, it must be considered as flawed.  
As it still contains interesting aspects, crucial for developing an understanding of wholes, it 
cannot be dismissed as an unimportant part of the theory. In particular, the effect of individual 
internal reactions to external stressors, which possibly affect lifestyle choices as well as 
emotional responses, holds a potential to contribute important aspects for the development of 
systems models in medicine and healthcare.  
  
Based on the overall values of the theory of holism, the recommendation is to rework the second 
part of the theory. The concept of wholes can also be developed further by integrating 
contemporary science in the fields of physics, biology, psychology and social sciences. If this is 
accomplished the theory might have the ability to further progress the development of complex 
systems theories.  
 
Hence the authors suggest the following new definition of holism: 
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Proposition for a new definition of holism 
 
Holism constitutes an evolutionary development transforming individual wholes into new states 
through a mainly internal process. Each step creates a change of equilibrium altering the 
potential for sustainability. Individual abilities of self-maintenance and adaptability concerning the 
impact of mental, social and environmental stressors determine the progress of evolution.  
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